Carrier-phase-estimation algorithm featuring fast trackability for high-speed coherent WDM PON based on RSOA.
There have been substantial efforts to implement high-speed (>10 Gb/s) upstream transmission using reflective semiconductor optical amplifiers (RSOAs) in a coherent wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM) passive optical network (PON). In such a network, it is necessary to estimate the carrier phase of upstream optical signal to retrieve the phase-modulated information created by RSOA. However, due to the severe waveform distortions caused by the limited modulation bandwidth of RSOA (typically less than 3 GHz), previously reported carrier phase estimation (CPE) algorithms cannot accurately estimate the carrier phase of high-speed quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) signal generated from the RSOA seeded by a distributed-feedback (DFB) laser. We propose a novel CPE method capable of tracking the carrier phase rapidly by using a small number of symbols (e.g., 15 symbols) even when the waveforms are severely distorted by the limited modulation bandwidth of RSOA. The proposed CPE method utilizes the linear relationship between the intensity modulation and phase modulation indices inherent in the semiconductor opto-electronic device. By using the proposed method, we demonstrate the transmission of 25.78-Gb/s QPSK signal in a 20-km long loopback fiber link. In this experiment, a commercial DFB laser (linewidth: 3 MHz) is used as the seed light instead of an expensive narrow-linewidth laser. Also shown through the experiment is that the proposed CPE method is highly unsusceptible to variations of parameters required in the proposed method, such as the number of test phases, the accuracy of linewidth enhancement factor, and the accuracy of the normalized amplitude of DC component.